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Introducti.on
This is a summary of some of the findings from Èhe Iast few years' work
on a project centerêd around t.he data bank now developing within our
group at the Royal Institute of Technology. Earlier reports dealing with
both segmental and prosodic aspects have appeared in Fantr Nord, &

Kruckenberg (1986; 1987). A more comprehensive report on Lhese stu'lies
will be given in a fort.hcomi.ng issue of the STL-QPSR' see also Fant &

Kruckenberg (1988). The prosody project to bê reported here aims at
studies of: (l) General reÌations between objective measures - durations
and pitch excursions - and subjective estimates of syllabic stress. (2)
Intêr-stress intervals and their interaction with syntactic boundaries
and pa.uses. (3) Relations beEween objective boundary region measures and
subjecLive estimates of degree of juncture-broundary marking. (4) Distri-
bution and individual variations of pauses.

Text material and processing
For the analysis performed in the present study, we have selected a para-
graph of nine sent.ences from a noveL by Kerstin Ekman, in all I33 words
of ab¡out 5O seconds' readíng tíme. This is but a smalI part of the data
bank têxt material. A major part of the analysis was devoted to the
reading of a reference subject, ÂJ, who has a clear and engaging reading
style without mannerisms. We al-so anal-yzed one of the nine sentences
read by 15 other subjects, including five females.

computer-generated spectrograms with synchronous F0, oscillogram, and in-
tensity trace were made of this limi.ted speech material. A segmentaLion
into successive speech sounds corresponding t.o a broad phonetic tran-
script was undertaken. The occasional difficulties and ambiguities in-
volved have been discussed previously (Fant, Nord, & Icuckenberg, 1986).

Objective and subjective measures of syllabic stress
Swedish is a stress-timed language with sequences of wstressed syJ-labJ-es
alternating with stress syllables. A stressed syllable carries a nucl-eus
of a long vowel- followed by one or two short consonantsr or no consonant¡
or t.he vowel- is short and foJ-1owed by one consonantr or a consonant
cluster. A stressed syllable also carries one of two contrasting tones,
accent 1 or accenL 2.

Duration appears to be the main correlale of stress in Swedishr at leastj-t is rnore readiJ.y quanlifiable than associated Fû measures. The zone of
durational increase wit.h increasing stress is the entire sylJ.able but a
larger part. is confined to the vo\^/el- and the following consonänt. This
VC nucleus will serve as our major objective measure but we have also
been studying durational patterns'of entire syllables and vowel--to-vowel
uniLs. For each of these different objects, we have constructed norma-
lized measures¡ syllable duration indexes, to account. for variaLions wíth
the number of phonemes within t.he unit.

We defíne the syllabJ"e duration index by
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si- = I * (l'-Tu)/(Ts -ru),
where T is the measured duration of a syllabrle or a voh¡el-to-vowel unit
or a VC unit and Tu is the typical duraEion of unstressed units and T. of
stressed writs detärmined sáparateLy for Ehe specific number of phonåmes
in a unit. The durat.ion index Si is thus att.ained by incerpolation/ex-
trapolation with respect to mean values of I for unstressed and 2 for
sLressed syllable units. t"lost. of our studies are based on VC and syJ.ì.able
final or single V unit.s, For our reference speaker ÅJ, we noLed Tu=53 ms

for V, Ts=185 for V:r and Tu=109 ms for unstressed VC- For stressed VC,
we made use of separate references of V:C=236 ms and VC:=2I2 ms.

A similar process was carried out for si calculated on the basis of syl-
labl-es and V-V units. These two latter alternat.ives gave ratner símilar
resul-ts. In other wordsr with proper normalizaEionr t.he durational corre-
Iates of stress are very much the same independent of the unit. of obser-
vation.
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Fiq. t. Syllabic stress. objective and subjective measures.

In Fig. l, the vc duration index has been compared to subjective evalua-
tions. Fifteen subjects r¿ere asked to make a direct estimate of per-
ceived prominence of each of the syllables in sentence 7. They first
made an introspective evaluation from sj-lent reading of t.he text and then
listened to subject ÂJ reading the same passage. The consistency was
quite goodr standard deviations for a singJ.e estimate were of t.he order
of three units within the given frame of l0 for unstressed and 20 for
typical stressed syllables. Apart from minor devj.ations in unscressed
syllables, the overall profiles display an apparent similarity. Devia-
tions between objective an<1 subjective scalings of Å;'s reading may in
part be explained by the occasional influence of more extreme inherent
durations' such as for /s/ and /a/. The senEence contains four phrases.
Those that end with a stresseal syllable receive a final lengthening which
apparenlly is ignored in the subjective estimaLe.

A conspj.cuous trait is the greaE similarity between the introspective
performance and Ehe l-istening to subject ÂJ. This couLd imply thaL
subjects might rely more on their inner "top down" expectancy than on
what they hear. However' control experiments involving J-istening to
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severaL subjects'readings of one and the same sentence showed that
listeners estimates did fol1ow the individual variatj.ons of produced
sLress patterrrsr ês evidencêd from objective measures and expert lis-
tening. One conclusion is that subject. ÅJ's interpret.ation of Lhe text
is quite similar to the average of the subjects in the listening test änd
thus not extreme-
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In Fig. 2 we have included local
FO excursions as a second objec-
t.ive measure. For this purpose,
\./e have selected the ten stressed
syllables of sentence 7 carrying
accent 2. Thê F0 fall within the
voiced part of a syllable has been
plotted in semitones togeEher r.tith
Si values corrected for inherent
durations and the subjective re-
sponse. Èhe overall correlation
is apparent and of the ordêr of
0.7 to 0.8. Larger durations of
the voiced part allow larger total
F0 excursions, as expected. We

have also been able to demonstrate
similar covariations wit.h Lhe re-
lative F0 rise in accent I syl-
lables. Male and female subjecLs
produce simil-ar FO contours when
measured on a semitone scal,e.
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connective F0 traits
Ã-Ë\,¡ commeñfsj¡i-IT be made on the Fo-contour of the reference sentence,
Fig. 3. It. contains five intonational phrases supporting the s)'ntactic
struct.ure. Following Eva Gårding (1984), we have sketched an intonation
gricl. In the accent domains the grid has a width of the order of half an
oct.ave. The overall declination v¡ithin a phrase is aLso of this order,
i.e., six semitones. The final rise at the end of the sentence could be
described as indicating a focal domain. Standard descriptions of Swedish
intonationr e.g., Bruce (197'7)t treat the secondary stress of grave
accent \,rords as a discrete unit. The secondary hump is thus consíilered
to be presen! only in compounds or under the influence of a sentence
accent. We often find a weak secondary F.Ç-peak appear-ing in t.he second
syJ-Iable after the main stress, ".9., "uånã" sig'i "Èìrnãe hgn", dilda
sig", i.e.r a pattern of alternâtion. We feel thãt in connected non-
láboraÈory speech there is place for a more continuous aspect of stress,
the measurable correLates including a gradual appearance of a secondary
FO accent 2 peak. It is an open quesLion whether the high P0 in the
second syllable of the adjective "gula" belongs to the accent 2 domain of
the v/ord or wheLher it is a high FO reference point for the folJ"owing
accent I domain of the word "1jus". Perhaps we have an additive effect
here.

other ðspect.s of stress correlates that need to be quantified are voice
source characteristics and reduction phenomena including consonant-vowel
côntrast.
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The speech code
A special attention has been.l"aid on the study of rhyt.hinical qualities in
text reading. VJe have fresh evj,dence supporting a suggest.íon of Lea
(1980) that inter-stress intervals, defined by distances from a stressed
vowel to the next. stressed vowel of the sequence, acl as synchronizing
impulses for an inLernal clock which guides t.he t.ime we take in making
pauses bet.ween phrases and senLences.
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We have found that. the average duration of the inter-stress intervals not
spannj.ng a syntactic boundary sets the basic t.emporal module of the
internal clock. In rhyt.hmical readì.ngr the duration of an inter-stress
interval spanning a phrase boundary with. a pause tends toh¡ards the sum of
an intêr-stress inEerval predicted from t.he number of phonemes cont.ained
plus one modular unit of the inner clockr i.e.r an average inÈer-stress
interval- is added. At sentence boundaries with longer pauses, t.here is a
tendency of one or t$/o additional cl_ock units being added. In other
wordsf noting that. we always have a terminal lengthening before and to
some extênt after pauses, we may restate this finding as an expectancy
that Lhe sum of the physical pause and terminal lengt.hening equal_s an
integer multiple of the rhythmical time constant. This is illustrated in
îí9. 4.

Duratj-ons of inL.er-stress interval-s are thus Largely imposed by language
and do not. appear to be adjusted o retain isochrony while the rhythmical
demand becomes apparent in the planning of pauses. EVen without such per-
fect synchronlr e.Ç.r when a phrase boundary is realized v¡ithout a pause,
the finaL l-engthening alone is capable of signal.Iing the appearance of
the boundary.

The constants of the regression line relating inter-stress intervals to
number of phonemes appear to be a key to the analysis of component.s of
individual reading and talking styles. These consc.ants shoul-d also be of
interest in contrastive language studies.
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The subjective markedness of phrase boundaries as determined by listening
tests was found to correlate well wiLh the duration of the boundary
spanning inter-stress interval and with Fû-dip measures and appearance of
voice creak. In spite of large inter-subject variations of pause dura-
tíons' the group means showed a clear tendency tohrards what \^ras observed
as a rhythmical norm for a single speaker.

Relat.ive pause time¡ i.e., the ratio of pause time to reading tíme, was
found to be a consistent speaker-dependent characteristic. The general
tendency i.n speech that the variance of a larger unit is greater than the
sum of the variances of it.s parts as in¡ e.g.r V:C and C:V units appar-
ently also holds for pause durations and terminal lengthening as parts of
an inter-stress interval". There is also a weak tendency in this direc-
tion relating the total reading time to its parts, effective speech Eime,
and pause time. The larger unít is more stable than the parts.
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